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Mounting Ceiling

Lamp (Bulb) Description LED STRIP 157W 8830lm 2700K CRI 95

Environment Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming Active 0-10V/DALI/Push Button

Finish Champagne

Technical and Product Description Coordinates’ is a lighting system consisting of horizontal and vertical strip lights 
that form illuminated grid-like structures of various complexities. The system can 
be easily adapted for different environments of varying scale. In addition to the 
customized solutions there are a collection of standard chandeliers of pared-
down configurations that can be used in any setting.This design evolved from a 
commission for the feature lighting of the main dining area of the historic Four 
Seasons restaurant in New York City. The restaurant relocated and opened in 
2018 with the interiors designed by São Paolo-based architect Isay Weinfeld.

Electrical

Voltage 120

IP Rating IP20

Physical

Construction Material Extruded aluminium, platinic silicone extruded opal

Weight 17.85 lbs

F1856044 Champagne

Dimensional Image 

Certifications



Coordinates - Specification Sheet 
by Michael Anastassiades, 2020

Mounting Ceiling

Lamp (Bulb) Description LED STRIP 185W 10450lm 2700K CRI 95

Environment Indoor - Dry Location

Dimming Active 0-10V/DALI/Push Button

Finish Champagne

Technical and Product Description Coordinates’ is a lighting system consisting of horizontal and vertical strip lights 
that form illuminated grid-like structures of various complexities. The system can 
be easily adapted for different environments of varying scale. In addition to the 
customized solutions there are a collection of standard chandeliers of pared-
down configurations that can be used in any setting.This design evolved from a 
commission for the feature lighting of the main dining area of the historic Four 
Seasons restaurant in New York City. The restaurant relocated and opened in 
2018 with the interiors designed by São Paolo-based architect Isay Weinfeld.

Electrical

Voltage 120

IP Rating IP20

Physical

Construction Material Extruded aluminium, platinic silicone extruded opal

Weight 19.84 lbs

F1868044 Champagne

Dimensional Image 

Certifications


	FLOS Coordinates C4 ceiling
	ceiling 4 long

